


Fall will be 
a season of 

Resilience. After 
the madness of 

Summer, there’s 
time to back to basics, 

and feel your home 
comfortable and special. 

This will be a season with 
interesting five themes: 

Survival, Vibrance, Rebound, 
Strength and Daring. 

Combining craftsmanship and 
a captivating color pallet, Covet 

House selected 10 products to 
inspire you this season Feel 
the Autumn at your home 
and live an incredible 
“Home Sweet Home” 

experience! 



                             is a story 
that never ends. It’s all 
about overcome challenges 
and tribulations of life. It’s 
all about handmade pieces 
and craftsmanship with 
strong and conformable 
colors. Thinking about this, 
Boca do Lobo presents 
Oblong Cabinet. This piece 
is a fusion of modernistic 
and classical elements 
into a highly detailed 
and exquisite limited 
edition furniture piece. 
The modern cabinet was 
specifically designed to 
act as a statement piece in 
contemporary living rooms 
and raise the bar on luxury 
decoration. Handcrafted 
by the finest craftsmen, 
Oblong was born from the 
use of production methods 
developed to deliver the 
highest quality.

Survival



After Survival,

comes to give a 
breath of fresh air 
with positive energy 
with bright and soft 
colors. Rug’Society 
shows that with 
Plumbird rug. Nature 
is an infinite source of 
inspiration, the design 
of this rug reflects this 
very fact. The concept 
is the blend between 
nature, the richness of 
oriental and minimalist 
culture, where I mix 
geometric elements 
and vintage nuances. 
Reflects a spirit of 
change and contrast, 
where the tranquility 
and the compositions 
reflect harmony and 
balance, without losing 
the elegance and or

modernist side.

Vibrance



Positive energy is also synonym of 
gold. You can give “that” touch to 
your home decoration with special 
jewelry hardware. PullCast gets 
on the scene with Twig Pull. This 
door pull empowers you to uplift 
any atmosphere you are willing 
to create, with unique and artistic 
luxury hardware elements.



Next season will also be a season of                                                            . Colors are cool 
greens and warm reds, oranges and browns. All inspired in the Mother-Nature. Taking this 
motto, BRABBU brings this rebound through SIKA SOFA. Fitting SIKA two seater sofa in a 
modern home decor is suiting a blend of strength and elegance, inspired in a deer species 
rooted in Japan - where it is considered to be sacred. The most distinctive features of SIKA two 
seater sofa are its reddish leather covered by brass tackles and the imposing arms and headrest, 

resembling the deer´s fur and antlers.



                           creates a vision
of energy, a force of nature. 
You can endure the challenges 
that life throws at you. The 
colors patterns are reds and 
blues. Take a look to these mid-
century brands. In one hand, 
ESSENTIAL HOME gives us 
Jones armchair.  Designed 
to perform in a matter that 
indulges the eye, the Jones 
curves are made to embrace 
the body in a lustful way. Its 
fully upholstered seat leads to 
modern and sleek long back 
legs, complementing the supple 
velvet upholstery fabric. 

On the other hand, DELIGHTFULL 
gives us, also in red SINATRA 

SUSPENSION LAMP. If you ever find 
yourself listening to “New York, New York” 
by Frank Sinatra while drinking a cocktail, this 
piece will be there. Sinatra’s light fixture is simply 
Delightfull’s best design creation.



A                                                  season emphasizes 
a valent spirit of adventure. Take a look at the parts 
that covet has to show.

For an adventure spirit, CIRCU shows the BUN VAN. This bed is perfect to bring some fun and 
imagination to rooms! Parents will recognize the inspirations for this piece, one of the most 
remarkable vehicles ever produced and at the same time, one of the most iconic and magical 
symbols of fun and freedom! Few other vehicles have the ability to turn heads and conjure a spirit 
of freedom, adventure and open roads.two seater sofa are its reddish leather covered by brass 

tackles and the imposing arms and headrest, resembling the deer´s fur and antlers.





Still on this idea, and with strong spirit, LUXXU and MAISON VALENTINA 
gives us the eternal black. The best handmade techniques find balance in 
a delicate work in wood softened with touches of brass that reflect warm 
and golden tones on its polished surface. An impressive display of elegance, 
BEYOND console by LUXXU shows the exquisite capacity to fill a variety of 

ambiances thanks to its luxury presence.



With the style of a precious jewel, the Diamond bathtub, will make a splash in interior design. 
The exterior of this fanciful piece is presented in silver leaf finished with a luxurious shade of 
translu- cent black with high gloss varnish. The new bathtub also features a highly sculptured 

body leading to a gold interior.



For this season Covet House wants to show this 

diversity of colors and patterns and how can they 

be in synergy all together. This season is all about 

comfort and cozy lifestyle.
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